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ABSTRACT
Although many studies have been carried out on the living conditions of Papuan refugees in Papua New Guinea, little is known about what happens to them once they have been repatriated to the Indonesian province of Papua. This study seeks to fill this void. By focusing on two areas of repatriates’ settlement in Papua Province (Kwimi village of Keerom and Nasem village of Merauke), this article examines their living conditions in the post-repatriation period and identify ways in which the Indonesian government can improve its repatriation program. Data were gathered through focus group discussions, observation, and library research between the second and third week of December 2021. This research, based on a qualitative descriptive approach, found that Papuan repatriates faced difficulties adjusting to life after repatriation. Among their challenges are reintegrating into the community, finding employment, funding their children’s education, gaining livelihoods, and clashing with land settlements. These difficulties stem from the government’s inability to provide proper assistance to repatriated individuals within the first five years of their settlement, which results in challenges for them during the reintegration process. This research also offers recommendations for Indonesia’s central and local governments to formulate a coordinated policy in handling repatriants; develop a project plan in the first five years covering the principles of safety, protection, mentoring, empowerment; and consider the repatriation issue in the country’s best interest.
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Introduction

Over the last few decades, the political situation in Papua has exerted influence on the relations of Indonesia and Papua New Guinea (PNG). Papua is the most eastern province of Indonesia, which was integrated after implementing the Act of Free Choice (Indonesian: *Penentuan Pendapat Rakyat, PEPERA*) in 1969 based on the New York Agreement of 1962. Scholars such as King, Elmslie & Webb-Gannon observed the PEPERA was conducted under coercion, intimidation, and military violence. Nonetheless, the United Nations General Assembly noted the results of the Act of Free Choice in resolution 2504 on 19 November 1969 – causing Papua to be an inseparable part of Indonesia.

Concerning the integration process, the Indonesian National Human Rights Commission (Komnas HAM) recorded that at least forty-four military operations were carried out in Papua from 1961 to 1998. The Komnas HAM divided the military operation model into two stages: 1) before the implementation of PEPERA, aiming to win PEPERA; and 2) after the implementation of PEPERA, purposed for maintaining the results of PEPERA, ensuring a successful election, and crushing the Free Papua Movement (Indonesian: *Organisasi Papua Merdeka*, OPM). These military operations had caused fear among Papuans, forcing thousands to cross the border to seek sanctuary as refugees in PNG. Despite the fact that they have been living in PNG for years, some of them have made a decision to return to Papua – either through the repatriation program or voluntarily. In 2019, there were 75 households with 322 people who were repatriated from PNG to Papua province.

According to historical records, when the Papuan refugees arrived in PNG in the 1960s, the PNG government had not yet signed the 1951 Refugee Convention, creating an implicit rejection of the Papuan refugees. On 17 July 1986, the PNG government became the party of the Refugee Convention and later changed its tune to recognize refugee camps in PNG territory. Durable solutions were subsequently offered for Papuan refugees: returning voluntarily, resettling in third countries, and granting permisive residents. Additionally, the PNG and Indonesian governments elaborated on article 3 of the 1974 Agreement regarding administrative border arrangements pertaining to the border between their countries, which specifies the right of the two countries to cross the border for traditional
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5. Speaking of refugees from Papua, many references tend to use ‘West Papuan Refugees.’ Yet, this article prefers using ‘Papuan Refugees’ to depict people from the Indonesian province of Irian Jaya (now: Papua Province and West Papua Province) who crossed the border to seek sanctuary in PNG and become repatriants now, either facilitated by the government or come back voluntarily.
and customary purposes. The article regulates traditional border crossing activities, including marriage, gardening, other land uses, collecting, hunting, fishing, and traditional barter trade, in addition to ensuring that they are not refugees.\(^8\)

Throughout the years, political conditions in Papua Province have improved, encouraging Papuan refugees living in PNG to consider returning home. This article notes two significant waves in repatriating Papuan refugees from PNG. The first cohort was in the 1990s (1991, 1995, 1999). Most people returned home voluntarily during this period, both individually or in groups. During this period, the government of Irian Jaya (Papua) also assisted some other refugees in returning home. The economic difficulties in the refugee camp and the children’s educational situation in PNG were of particular concern to the refugees when they returned to Papua province. The second wave was in 2009. The situation was similar to that of the previous wave, in which some refugees returned to their homeland voluntarily, while others returned with the assistance of the government. A significant factor in their decision to return to Indonesia was also the promise that the government would provide them with housing, free education, jobs, security, and so forth. With that being said, the question remaining is, what are the conditions of the Papuan refugees after they are repatriated?

The existing academic literature generally examines Papuan refugees while they were still living in refugee camps in PNG. As an example, Glazebrook examined how the PNG government assisted Papuan refugees under an asylum policy by providing them with assistance to decide whether they would return to Irian Jaya (Papua) or be integrated into local communities in PNG under temporary entry or permissive residence.\(^9\) Similarly, Toam investigated how the international effort (UNHCR) can resolve the problem of Papuan refugees in the East Awin refugee camp. Not only did the UNHCR successfully facilitate Permissive Residence in cooperation with PNG, but it also issued birth certificates for PNG-born children under the age of 20.\(^10\) Tay et al. also scrutinised Papuan refugees in PNG, focusing specifically on their experiences with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The findings of the study confirmed that the Papuan refugees suffered traumatic experiences as a result of witnessing murders in conjunction with a sense of injustice.\(^11\)

Munro also visited the Rainbow settlement in Port Moresby in 2016 and observed that Papuan refugees were unable to access education and health services. In spite of the fact that their children were born in PNG, they still found it difficult to send them to school. As with other urban residents in Port Moresby’s settlements, parents struggled to provide food and clean clothes for their children, as well as transportation or extra costs associated with attending school. Papuans who have already become citizens of PNG were also denied the right to settle down.\(^12\) Even though these academic scholars (Glazebrook, Toam, Tay et al., and Munro) provide insight into the condition of Papuan refugees, they do not extend their research to include the condition of refugees after being repatriated to the Indonesian Province of Papua. This article will therefore fill this gap, contributing to the existing literature.
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This article is organised as follows: The first section presents a conceptual framework to examine further the variables that are the focus of this study, followed by an outline of the methods used in this study. Next, this article describes the results and discussion consisting of stories from repatriants in Kwimi village of Keerom and Nasem village of Merauke, the four basic principles in the pattern of repatriation (security, protection, mentoring, empowerment), and SWOT Analysis: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats regarding Papuan refugees in the post-repatriation era. Finally, this article summarises some important points and offers some recommendations.

**Conceptual Framework**

Chiang et al. emphasize the importance of differentiating ‘Who are repatriates and what is repatriation?’. Repatriates can be understood in various ways, one of which refers to people who have returned to one’s home country from an extended foreign assignment. The term ‘repatriates’ has a similar meaning to ‘repatriants’, which UNHCR mainly uses. Accordingly, this article chooses to use ‘repatriants’. Repatriation, on the other hand, is considered a transition from a foreign country to one’s home country after living overseas for a significant period. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) also defines repatriation as ‘the personal right of a refugee, prisoner of war or a civil detainee to return to his or her country of nationality under specific conditions laid down in various international instruments’ (Geneva Conventions, 1949 and Protocols, 1977, the Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, Annexed to the Fourth Hague Convention, 1907, human rights instruments as well as customary international law).

In a nutshell, ‘repatriants’ refers to a person, while ‘repatriation’ is a process experienced by repatriants.

Bernstein acknowledged repatriation as a process of restoration and return to the country of origin. However, he endeavoured to extend this understanding to include a collaborative process based upon two underlying principles: dialogue and trust. He emphasized the importance of establishing these principles through agreement with two actors who would cooperate in the repatriation process. In the same vein, Hathaway maintained that repatriation could be viewed through the perspective of refugee law as a means of ensuring basic rights, rather than through the perspective of immigration. Because the status of refugees depended on the situation of their own countries following immigration laws, and where the situation was safe and the refugees were not at risk, there was no reason why countries should not repatriate refugees. There is an exception to this rule when international law recognizes the right of refugees to live wherever they wish after their application has been approved, and this is generally based on the assignment of people to specific states.

The topic of repatriation can also be considered in a broader context and beyond its definition, including issues of human rights and livelihoods. Widagdo et al. for instance, in their article *Repatriation as a Human Rights Approach to State Options in Dealing with Returning ISIS Foreign Terrorist Fighters* emphasized the importance of ensuring the rights of convicted criminals in
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conjunction with international human rights law during their transfer from one country to another.\textsuperscript{20} That is to say, the countries need to uphold the principles of humanity, neutrality, independence, and impartiality. Considering that repatriation is the next step after refugee protection, Hathaway also argues that a human rights-based and practical understanding of mandated repatriation can be developed. He explained that since the repatriation process was enacted in law, we should not consider the repatriation voluntary.\textsuperscript{21} In this regard, repatriation can also be understood within the context of indigenous peoples' cultural heritage. Federico Lenzerini in his article Cultural Identity, Human Rights, and Repatriation of Cultural Heritage of Indigenous Peoples contend that it is essential for indigenous communities to preserve their cultural heritage in order to fulfill their internationally recognized human rights.\textsuperscript{22}

Repatriation process also presents challenges in the context of livelihoods. George et al. in their study Sri Lankan Tamil Refugees in India: Conceptual Framework of Repatriation Success, provided insight into how Sri Lankan Tamil refugees encountered challenges after being repatriated to Sri Lanka. One of the four challenges they identified was the development of livelihoods, which include housing, education, health, and employment. It occurred as a consequence of the Sri Lankan government's failure to provide support to the refugees following their return. Moreover, it is worth noting that while in the refugee camps in India, Tamil refugees have greater access to services such as finance, healthcare, education, but when they returned to Sri Lanka, they received a limited degree of assistance. Bakewell, in his study Repatriation and Self-Settled Refugees in Zambia: Bringing Solutions to the Wrong Problems, also examined the movement of people from Angolans crossed the border to move to Zambia, called themselves as repatriating refugees. Bakewell found that the main reason they moved to Zambia was because they seek to find better livelihoods. In sum, livelihoods and employment have become a crucial issue for those who have returned from exile.

Against this background, questions remain regarding the repatriation process of Papuan refugees from PNG. They include questions such as what is the condition of Papuan refugees after they have been repatriated to the Indonesian province of Papua? Have the Indonesian authorities fulfilled their promise to assist the repatriants five years after occupying the settlements, including their basic rights and livelihoods? To examine a cause-and-effect relationship, this article identifies two key variables: the treatment offered by the Indonesian government to Papuan refugees in the post-repatriation era (independent variable) and the living conditions of Papuan repatriants (dependent variable). In the following section, this article describes the methodology used in this study.

Methodology

Given the fact that the repatriants settled throughout Papua Province, this article focuses on those who settled in Kwimi village of Keerom Regency and Nasem village of Merauke Regency. These two areas are selected to geographically represent Papua province's northern and southern borders with PNG (see figure 2). This study adopts a qualitative descriptive approach to examine follow-up treatment provided by the Indonesian government towards Papuan refugees from PNG in the post-repatriation era. Data were gathered through 1) focus group discussion (FGD), 2) observation, 3) library research. This study focuses on settlements where repatriants currently live\textsuperscript{23} and attempts to

\textsuperscript{20} Widagdo et al., "Repatriation as a Human Rights Approach to State Options in Dealing with Returning ISIS Foreign Terrorist Fighters." \textit{SAGE Open} 11, no. 3 (2021): 21582440211032679.


\textsuperscript{23} Based on field data, Papuan repatriants were identified in five regencies and one city in the province of Papua. They include the Regencies of Jayapura, Keerom, Merauke, Boven Digoel, Pegunungan Bintang, and the City of Jayapura. Due to limited data and case study selection, the authors only selected Keerom and Merauke Regencies as representatives of Papua's northern and southern borders.
uncover their stories. In particular, the research location took place at Kwimi village of Keerom and Nasem village of Merauke.

Focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted with the local government (Merauke and Keerom) in which several stakeholders involved in the repatriation process as well as the repatriants were invited to participate as well. The FGD participants in Merauke included the Head of the Sota Cross-border Post; District Head of Nasem Village; representatives from Samkay, Pamyun, Nasem and Tomer wards; the Merauke Regency Social Service Head; the Human Development Head of Bappeda Merauke district; and representatives from repatriants. There was a total of 47 participants. Meanwhile, the FGD participants in Keerom included the head of the Keerom border agency; the National Unity, Politics and Community Protection Agency (Kesbangpol); representatives from the Social Office; Municipal Representative of the Manpower Ministry and Transmigration; Head of Arso District; and representatives from repatriants. There was a total of 33 participants. Participants of the FGDs in Merauke and Keerom were all selected based on their involvement with the repatriation process, involvement with trainings for repatriants, and grappling with the issue of repatriation.

The observation, conducted in Kwimi village of Keerom Regency and Nasem village of Merauke Regency, focused on first-hand examination of repatriants’ settlements, the way in which they socialize with the existing community, the language they speak on a daily basis, access to health, education, and livelihoods. A two-day observation was conducted in Kwimi village, and a three-day observation was conducted in Nasem village. The FGDs and observation were conducted during the second and third weeks of December 2021 as the researchers travelled from the north to the south of Papua. In addition to this, library research was also collected as secondary data to support primary data. The logical framework of this study is the following:

![Logical Framework](image)

**Figure 1.** The logical framework for Papuan refugees in the post-repatriation era

**Analysis**

a. **Stories from repatriants in Keerom Regency**
Keerom is one of the Papuan regencies that are adjacent to PNG (see figure 2), which allows people to move between the two nations more easily. As a result of this geographical situation, Keerom was chosen to be the site of the repatriation, and the local government decided to settle the refugees in Kwimi village. According to the FGD, the government initially located 18 heads of households together in Kwimi village in 2009; unfortunately, 3 families later decided to return to PNG. The result was that only 15 heads of repatriated families remained in Kwimi since 2010, consisting of approximately 45 people with children and their parents. The repatriants settling in Kwimi Village previously lived on Manus Island, PNG. This island served many purposes, one of which was to avoid a diplomatic confrontation with neighbouring Indonesia by alienating some Papuan refugees there.24 The reason the Papuan refugees returned to Indonesia in 2009 was due to the well-established communication between the Indonesian and PNG governments. This was also documented during the FGD in Kwimi village that the Indonesian government informed the repatriants that it would ensure their security and life for the first five years, which encouraged them to return.25

In the group discussion, it was also noted that the repatriation process of Papuan refugees from Manus Island (PNG) to Indonesia was being assisted by both UNHCR and Indonesian authorities. Upon their arrival in the Indonesian province of Papua, the local government then settled the repatriants in Kwimi Village. During the initial period of repatriation, Keerom Regent Celsius Watai was very cooperative and friendly. He provided excellent service to repatriates, including enabling their children to attend school and accessing health care to improve their quality of life. Apart from the promise of five years’ support from the government, FGD participants also expressed that their desire to return to Papua reflected their love for the country – as mentioned by one participant “our return to Papua was motivated by a longing for our homeland, our relatives, and most importantly, to give our children an opportunity to get to know the land of their ancestors” (Anonymous, 2021).

Unfortunately, the government’s support for a five-year term did not work as expected. The local government attempted to provide some necessities, yet incapable of offering other requirements. For instance, although the government constructed houses for repatriants in the Kwimi village, the cost of maintenance was later a problem for the repatriants. Over time, another issue also arose regarding the status of land occupied by repatriants.26 Based on the FGD, repatriants’ settlements were located on customary land. In some parts of Papua, customary land is often owned by a clan or ethnic group, and anyone wishing to settle in that area must deal with the clan or ethnic leader to liberate or pay for the land. It is quite common for people in Papua to have problems if they settle on customary land without paying for it properly. It was also experienced by repatriants in Kwimi, where the government has not yet resolved the issue of land ownership, nor had the government received approval from the landowner to purchase the land.

Despite returning to Kwimi village for thirteen years, the government’s promises to the repatriants were still far from their expectations. Indeed, most repatriants expressed profound disappointment over the government’s commitment to assure their living conditions for a five-year period during the FGD, as stated by one participant:

“As a condition of returning to our homeland (Papua province), the Indonesian government at the time promised to provide us with assistance in the areas of education, food, and clothing, with the aim of enabling us to become independent after five years of adaptation. However, this promise was never fulfilled. Therefore, we, the repatriants living in Kwimi village, expressed

26 FGD Keerom, 2021.
our disappointment and would consider returning to PNG. Our reasons include the consideration over our well-being which was not significantly improved, our children dropped out of school due to financial constraints, and we were unable to cross the PNG border freely to reach our families and children on Manus island, since our red card (a Traditional Border Card) was only valid in Vanimo. In addition to this, some of us also encountered difficulties in obtaining an Indonesian identity card (Anonymous, 2021)

Moreover, the status of their settlement in Kwimi Village remained unclear even though they identified themselves as Keerom natives. Before fleeing to PNG in the 1960s, the repatriants owned land in Keerom; yet after returning from PNG, it turned out that their land had been transferred to another family or owned by someone else. The repatriants in Kwimi had raised complaints against the government, however, there has been no response from the local government regarding their settlements yet. Their houses also started to tear down due to three heads of families being put together. This condition continued to occur because the government had offered no land and funds to build a new place so far. These disappointments had occasionally made repatriants think about returning to PNG. In addition to this, the participants of the FGD in Kwimi village also noted the rising cost of education and their incapability to fund children’s schools. They mentioned that elementary schools were easily accessible since they were located in the respective settlements of the repatriates, however, junior and high schools were difficult to access since they were located outside the settlements, resulting in high transportation costs. On top of that, they also have difficulty paying for the education of their children as they are reliant solely on farming for a living
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**Figure 2.** The Map of Indonesia-PNG border with a focus on Keerom and Merauke regencies. Notes: Keerom is shown in red markers, while the markers for Merauke is blue. Source: drafted by the authors using ArcGIS (2023)

b. **Stories from repatriants in Merauke Regency**

The proximity of Merauke Regency to PNG also facilitates the repatriation process and the settlement of the repatriants (see figure 2). Merauke’s repatriation process was voluntary and
conducted in two phases, involving the governments of Indonesia and PNG, as well as the local government. The first phase of repatriation was carried out in 2002 and continued with the second phase in 2005 and 2009. When the authors visited the repatriants in Nasem village, one of the repatriants told a story where his parents took him along with his relatives and other Papuans to escape to PNG due to political matters.

“... It was between 1962 and 1963 when Indonesia and the Netherlands fought in Irian Barat (Papua), driving thousands of people to flee to Papua New Guinea. As a family, we walked along the coastal route in order to reach PNG. We lived in the border area until 1965, then moved to Port Moresby in 1964, and eventually settled in Samarai in 1965” (Anonymous, 2021).

Moreover, the FGD noted that the government facilitated the return of 14 heads of families to Merauke in 2002. In the following year, the Regent of Merauke John Gluba Gebze provided funds for the repatriation of approximately 243 refugees. Some repatriants were willing to return to Indonesia during that time period, while others were afraid of returning due to their belief that they would be killed if they returned. In spite of this, the majority of them expressed a willingness to return to Merauke. Upon their arrival in Merauke, the repatriants lived in a temporary shelter called ‘transito’, and shortly thereafter, they were relocated to several villages, including the village of Nasem. As of now, there are 40 households in Nasem village, consisting of approximately 200 people, including their children and parents. It was also mentioned by one participant during the FGD that “the majority of repatriants, approximately 90%, were indigenous Papuans, and only a small number had wives or husbands who were PNG citizens” (Anonymous, 2021).

The FGD recorded that the local government provided repatriants with housing, food, clothing, and Bantuan Langsung Tunai (BLT- Direct Cash Transfers). In the initial stages of the repatriation, the local government offered only five units of accommodation to repatriants who returned from PNG. However, over time, the number of units increased as more families came from PNG to Merauke. The government also built houses for repatriants returning during the second phase, located in Tomer and Bati village. Nevertheless, the local government was later unable to assist the repatriants due to a lack of funding. In parallel with this repatriation program, the central government also created a transmigration program in Merauke, through which repatriants were placed in three villages: Samkai, Nasem, and Tomer. They were also provided with tools for fishing and gardening, as well as education for their children by the government. In the FGD, one participant from the government well documented this situation:

“The repatriation process was indeed conducted in conjunction with the transmigration program of the central government. As a result, when the repatriants first arrived, they stayed in transit centers (transito) provided by the local government. A monthly allowance was provided to the repatriates in the form of food, clothing, and pocket money. On top of that, the government also provided them with a house, tools for farming and gardening, as well as direct education in the district where they settled. Sadly, over time, some repatriants sold their houses, leaving them homeless” (Anonymous, 2021).

The repatriants also noticed the involvement of the non-governmental organizations in the repatriation process between 2001 and 2002. They include the Secretariat of Justice, Peace, and Integrity of
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Creation (SKPKC) and the Church in Merauke. These two actors came into play because the government found it difficult to conduct further repatriation, and for some considerations, repatriation remained a sensitive issue. The Bishop of Merauke even issued an open letter in 2001 to the PNG Government not to impose the Papuan refugees on getting out from PNG without the proper process. The communication was also established with the Indonesian Ambassador in PNG between 2005 and 2010 to facilitate repatriation but experienced difficulties in coordination because it involved various agencies in the repatriation program.  

The Bishop of Merauke (Mgr. Petrus Canisius Mandagi, M.S.C.) and two other Bishops in PNG (not named in the FGD) urged the two governments to find a solution to the repatriation issue. As a result, the church provided financial assistance for the repatriation process from PNG to Merauke under the pretext that its action was a humanitarian mission. The church, however, later received a bad reputation as a supporter of the Free Papua Movement (OPM). During the repatriation process, the church served as an observer and organized the process in Port Moresby and Vanimo.

c. The four underlying principles of repatriation

Having observed and conducted FGDs with community and government in Keerom and Merauke regencies, this article proposes four principles underlying the repatriation process. First, there is the security principle, which provides a sense of convenience to repatriants when they are returning to Indonesia. It is the responsibility of the country to ensure this security. Providing greater security is vital because security concerns are the primary reason for repatriants to leave Papua region in the past, which explains why security should be taken into account. Indeed, if traced back, Papuan repatriants escaped to PNG due to fear and anxiety about their lives during the political upheaval in Papua in the 1960s. Therefore, the central government should create a safe political atmosphere for all communities in Papua, including the repatriants. As recorded in the FGD in Merauke, some Papuan refugees still settled in PNG because they did not want to put themselves in danger if they returned to Indonesia. A sense of security in this context refers not only to feeling safe, but also to feeling comfortable living in Indonesia. A government representative raised this issue in the FGD Merauke:

“Mentoring was not conducted in accordance with the initial commitment. As an example, preparing for employment or residence. In the end, those who were not equipped with the necessary skills will be unable to compete once they return home. Those who lack job skills contributed to the increase in unemployment as well. This was one of the reasons why some Papuan refugees preferred to live in PNG rather than return home to Indonesia” (Anonymous, 2021).

The FGD in Keerom also indicated that repatriants did not only expect security from the state, but they also expected security from their brothers and sisters in the area, specifically on the land where they settled, as one representative of the government stated “The majority of Keerom’s residents welcomed the repatriants. In essence, the problem arose from the owners of the customary lands occupied by the repatriants. This issue must therefore be addressed by the local government” (Anonymous, 2021).

Second is the principle of protection. It is also crucial to apply this principle once the repatriants have returned home. This principle ensures that repatriants can enjoy their fundamental rights without discrimination. Upon returning to Indonesia (Keerom and Merauke), for example,
repatriated children were allowed to attend school, which made the parents happy. The parents even felt Indonesia’s education system was better than in PNG. According to repatriants in Keerom, if their child did not graduate from school or failed a grade in PNG, they would automatically not continue to the next level, nor would the pupils take remedial classes. That situation was different in Indonesia, by which the education system still offered opportunities for children who did not pass exams or failed grades to fix it. Repatriants in Kwimi and Nasem villages can also administer their residential identity cards (KTP) and family identity Cards (KK), but some still encounter difficulties in doing so. Aside from this, the existence of the repatriants must also be considered. For example, although the repatriants in Kwimi identified themselves as Keerom natives and were welcomed by other Keerom natives in the village, problems gradually developed as time went on, particularly regarding the status of the land they occupied. In the case of this phenomenon, it is the responsibility of the state and local governments to protect repatriants in their chosen areas. The situation in Keerom is slightly different from the repatriants in Merauke, where the FGD recorded no issues in regard to land matters.

Third is the principle of mentoring. This principle is intended to prepare Papuan refugees from PNG to adapt to new life in Indonesia. As stated by the representative from the Merauke Regency Border Agency that:

“…as soon as they (repatriants) arrived at Nasem, they complained about the house. As a matter of fact, the materials used in the house construction were not strong enough or appropriate because they were constructed so quickly. This was the problem. The weather and climate conditions in coastal areas could cause abrasion, resulting in half-death for many repatriants. The area in which they lived was once homogeneous, but is now heterogeneous. For these reasons, they required assistance, including mentoring” (Anonymous, 2021).

In this regard, mentoring not only prepared repatriants with specific skills like becoming drivers and tailors, but also helped them psychologically to adapt to their new environment (mental rehabilitation). On top of that, mentoring is essential since repatriants, particularly those born in PNG, have different mindsets and lifestyles, thus providing them with mentoring will assist them in better integrating into Indonesian society. In Merauke, the mentoring process did not run optimally, which led some repatriants later to become collectors of bottles, and others became garbage collectors using carts. In Keerom, even though mentoring worked well at the beginning of the repatriation program, it stopped when the administration of the Regent of Keerom, Celsius Wate, ended in 2018. In addition to this, the repatriants also expected the government to conduct frequent counseling regarding economic independence as agreed at the start of the repatriation program. The mentoring process for repatriants should continue until they have achieved a satisfactory level of reintegration or independence.

Four is the principle of empowerment. This principle aims to enhance the skills and knowledge of repatriants, thereby having a bargaining position in society. However, the results of FGD in Kwimi and Nasem villages showed that empowering the repatriants remained very low. If examined carefully, some repatriants had the ability and skills to work while on Manus Island PNG as a shopkeeper, policeman, store manager, and other jobs. It means they already have skills and only needs a bit of training. Their skills are certainly strengths, and local governments should have facilitated them to find suitable jobs. Yet, the fact shows that most repatriants in Kwimi village still rely on gardening around their settlements. Likewise, empowering the repatriants did not run optimally in Nasem village. The FGD noted that although repatriants had been given knitting and similar training, it did not run regularly. Consequently, repatriants struggled to improve their quality of life. Repatriants should have been equipped with several entrepreneurial skills to become agents of change in creating jobs. Most of the repatriants in Nasem village only count on fishing and gardening, similar to local residents. Thus, it
is crucial to implement a large-scale empowerment program in the future so that repatriates will be able to have a variety of livelihoods, which will improve their quality of life. It is also possible to empower them by improving their Indonesian language since they have lived in PNG for many years and some of them were even born in PNG.

d. SWOT Analysis: Papuan Refugees in the Post-Repatriation Era

There are several factors that influence the position and strength of the repatriation program implemented by the Indonesian government for the Papuan refugees located in Papua New Guinea: 1) Cooperation. The element of cooperation is vital considering that a repatriation process is a form of collaboration involving two or more countries, and in this context, they are Indonesia and PNG. This collaboration means that if one government refuses to be involved in the repatriation process, another actor may find it difficult to do so. 2) Participating actors. As a matter of fact, in the repatriation process from PNG to Indonesia (Keerom and Merauke), not only did state actors play a significant role, but non-state actors were also involved, including the SKPKC and the Church in Merauke, as well as UNHCR in the process of repatriation to Keerom. 3) Socio-cultural. In this regard, the repatriants are indigenous Papuans and returned to their respective villages; thus, the assimilation process is not an obstacle. 4) Work experience. Some repatriants had skills and working experience in PNG, particularly those who previously lived on Manus Island. These skills are strengths for repatriants when looking for decent jobs back home.

Despite appreciating the repatriation program for Papuan refugees, it is also crucial to evaluate its weaknesses in delivering a better program in the future. The greatest and most fundamental challenge is that no national policy regulates the handling of repatriation in Indonesia. A similar thing also occurred at the provincial and local governments level by which no regulations for treating repatriants. This circumstance then led to the weak budget allocated to address the issue. The second weakness is that the government has not fulfilled its promise to provide security protection and life guarantees for the first five years until repatriants can be independent. This issue is recorded in both stories in the Nasem village of Merauke and Kwimi village of Keerom. The third weakness is the lack of mentoring and empowerment processes, making most repatriants only work as farmers and fishers. The local government should help and provide access for repatriants to get relevant jobs with their skills, given that some already have working experience in PNG.

Overall, it is fair to say that the repatriants in Merauke and Keerom were treated well by the government during the initial settlement process, but the treatment was not sustained over time, creating challenges for them to integrate into society. In this sense, their stories could have an impact on the following repatriated candidates who still remain in PNG. The most important thing is that most repatriants have seen first-hand the current condition of Papua is now different from the situations back in the 1960s, which were full of conflict. To put it differently, Indonesia can guarantee the security aspect for the safety of repatriants when they come back. The stories recorded in the FGD with repatriants in Merauke and Keerom also indicated that they were given access to education, population administration service, housing, traditional work, and others, even though that was still far from their expectation. In response to this, one government representative from the FGD contends that: “the government did not turn a blind eye, and would continue to engage with related agencies to provide assistance to repatriants for all aspects of life, including education and livelihoods” (Anonymous, 2021). These conditions certainly provide the government with an opportunity to persuade other refugees in PNG to return to Papua. Additionally, it should be noted that the Papua Province has special autonomy status, enabling future opportunities to allocate funds for improving the economic well-being of repatriants.
The threats encountered by repatriants when returning to Indonesia is also an important matter to be discussed. A case in point is the situation experienced by repatriants in Nasem village over land ownership. This conflict occurs because land ownership has changed. Repatriants owned some land before fleeing to PNG, yet after returning to their respective villages, their land was transferred to other families or sold. Meanwhile, in the case of Keerom, the land provided by the government has not yet fully belonged to the repatriants, so it somehow creates friction between repatriants and the customary landowner. A further problem is that when the repatriants arrive in Papua, they return to PNG for a variety of reasons, such as the living conditions not meeting their expectations, the difficulty of finding employment or funding their children’s education. This has occurred in the case of Keerom. The central and local governments should use this experience as a lesson learned and provide comfort and better treatment for repatriants, so that returning to PNG will not happen again in the future. Lastly, the change of leadership also threatens consistent treatment for repatriants. This was witnessed in Kwimi village of Keerom when the Regent, Mr Watai, was no longer in power, decreasing the treatment of repatriants. Hence, the government should enact local regulations related to repatriation, and every leader must commit to treating repatriants no matter who is in charge.

Conclusion
This article has examined how Papuan refugees from PNG survive in the post-repatriation era, particularly in Kwimi village of Keerom and Nasem village of Merauke. These two regions have presented the challenges and opportunities faced by repatriants in Papua’s northern and southern borders. In general, repatriants in Kwimi and Nasem appreciated the government’s actions to facilitate their repatriation. However, continuing the government’s task to empower and ensure their security for a five-year term until they have accomplished a satisfactory level of reintegration or become independent has not been entirely conducted. Consequently, the repatriants still struggle to find jobs, although some already have working experience. Most repatriants finally ended up being farmers and fishers. The land status of their settlements also becomes problems day by day, making them worried about their existence. Of course, repatriants expect a better life in their homeland than in PNG. In the first five years, the lack of government intervention has also implicated the weak implementation of four principles related to repatriation (security, protection, mentoring, and empowerment).

In the case studies of repatriants in Merauke and Keerom, this article identifies several challenges which can be lessons learned and recommendations for central and local governments to foster repatriation programs in the future. First is the need for a national policy that synergizes with regional policies related to handling repatriants. The governments can do so by revising the Special Autonomy Law for Papua, which many believed was the best solution for the Papuan conflict. In this sense, repatriants were victims of the Papuan conflict situation in the 1960s, and therefore, they have the right to be part of those enjoying Papua’s special autonomy. This change will undoubtedly offer a distinct impression and motivate other Papuan refugees in PNG to return to Papua. Also, the central and local governments should express their commitment to follow-up treating repatriants in the post-repatriation era. The government should not assume that their job is only to get them from PNG to Indonesia, and then the repatriants must find a way to survive. The government should make a clear program plan in the initial five years after repatriation and implicitly cover four basic principles in the pattern of repatriation. Last but not least, the government of Indonesia and PNG should consider the repatriation issue in the best interest of the country. In that way, the treatment for repatriants would be better than ever before.
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